Application
Note

KEEPING PRESSURE
VESSELS SAFE WITH
THE SHARCK PROBE

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

THE BENEFITS

Develop an improved solution
to replace wet MT on pressure
vessel carbon steel welds.

The Sharck probe incorporating
TECA™ technology to
detect and size cracks.

Detecting and sizing the depth of
previously undiscovered defects
with little surface preparation
and no chemical products.

Pressure vessels are closed containers Any surface-breaking defects in pres- Ectane® testing instrument and Mag- sure vessel carbon steel welds are target
® software. Performing the inspecstantially different from the ambient defects.
tion with Reddy® for sur faces
pressure. These vessels are ubiquitous in
(unavailable at the time) could have
their function, pressure vessels must
undergo regular and rigorous safety
testing.
THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION
This application required a solution that
could address the shortcomings of wet
MT, while, minimally, being as reliable.

bly, detecting and measuring cracking in
the cap and toe of abrasive-blasted
welds 12.7 mm (½ in) thick. The presence

The Eddfy fi® Sharck™ probe was
designed specifically for this type of Sharck was able to detect and size these,
application. The probe’s spring-loaded but also to detect transverse cracks, as
to the harshest conditions around. Their
fingers are designed to adapt to the demonstrated here.
carbon steel welds are critical compogeometry of weld crowns, which enables
nents and they are prone to several
THE BENEFITS
zone in a single pass. The probe’s built-in
encoder also makes it possible to prePressure vessel welds in this application cisely position defects along welds.
• Productivity gains—No need for
are often controlled with wet magnetic
sur face preparation or postUnlike wet MT, the innovative tangential
particle testing (MT), which uses partiinspection cleaning.
ECA (TECA) technology incorporated
cles suspended in a water or an oil soluinto the Sharck probe can size the length
• Increased PoD—Detect previously
and depth of cracks. It can do this withundiscovered defects and size
to take advantage of the eye’s sensitivity
out surface preparation of any kind, as
them.
to color.
it is designed to monitor liftoff (as
Wet MT is, obviously, messy and requires opposed to cancelling it out) and com- • Better reliability—Single-pass
scanning with intuitive C-scan
surface preparation and post-inspection pensate for it.
imaging.
cleaning before being able to recoat the
Sharck is also designed to scan at speeds
weld—time consuming. Other shortup to 200 mm/s (8 in/s), fully record • Accountability—Full data archives
comings wet MT are its inability to meato keep track of defect evolution.
inspection data, and display it as intuisure the depth of defects and its lack of
This is only a fraction of what we can do.
archiving capabilities.

Longitudinal crack approx. 6 mm (¼ in) deep, 78 mm (3 in) long

Technologies has
amassed a wealth of experience in challenging applications.
Don’t hesitate to talk to us about your

Transverse crack
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